THE LONDON FASHION WEEK EXPERIENCE FOR 8-16 YEAR OLD male and females

A guaranteed place in LONDON FASHION WEEK for everyone who completes this workshop, the
pupils will design, make and wear on the runway themselves their designs that they created
during the workshop

Future of Fashion is an academy established by
internationally renowned haute couture designer Debbie
Wingham, it was initially founded as a creative outlet for
under 16's to to acquire practical skills and give them exciting
character and confidence building opportunities like showcase
designs in runway shows, TV/radio interviews and so on.
This September we made fashion history at the London
Dorchester Hotel, because FOF was the first organisation to
have under 16's wear their designs at London fashion week
that they had created previously on one of the many FOF
workshops that included upcycling, creating from scratch
including pattern making, fabric manipulation etc.
For February 2016 we are delighted to say that we are growing
from strength to strength and showcasing more of the UK’S creative youngsters at
London fashion week. Many start the workshops with little or no sewing knowledge at
all.
All skills sets are nurtured and everyone leaves with an outfit they can be proud of. We
look at upcycling, art/textile techniques, fabric manipulation, hand and sewing machine
sewing work so that everyone leaves with a core of abilities that they can develop. All
pupils involved in these day long workshops which take place in central London
Bloomsbury Church between the hours of 10am-4pm receive:-All materials and embellishments to high end industry standard

-One on one tuition with celebrity haute couturier Debbie Wingham

-All participants will acquire new skills and techniques that can quite
easily be replicated at home or school

-with each booking a gift box with certificate of participation in
London fashion week, sewing equipment, mini mannequin and fabric
samples/threads will be sent to all youngsters prior to the workshop.
-All participants are guaranteed a place in London fashion week in
February 2016 the future of fashion showcase date is Friday 19th
which is during February half term.

-They will receive professional runway tuition and have professional hair and natural makeup (optional)
prior to the show

-Each booking will receive one place in the audience at LFW for a parent to attend and watch their child
on the runway ticket value £20

-everyone involved we have the opportunity of media coverage and receive a once in a life time
experience of showcasing in London fashion week.

-At LFW all pupils will receive a goody bag with above £25 worth of creative contents
and certificate for completing LFW

Please see some examples of the previous future of fashion pupils and what they created
and wore at London fashion week in September 2015

8 year olds (made
from scratch)

10 year old
(environmental
upcycling of unique
materials)

13 year olds (made
from scratch top half,
bottom upcycled)

16 year olds (made
from scratch)

15 year old, Created by upcycling a shift dress, air brushing
the colour and creating a felt eye and wire eye lashes.

All samples here were created on day workshops at FOF
with Debbie wingham. We encourage all pupils to be
individual and unique but these designs serve as a good
example of what certain age groups can achieve.

all-inclusive for more details on dates and locations please contact

